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FOREWORD 
Corexyz 
The company was founded in June 2017 in London, United Kingdom out of the desire to pursue technical 

solutions for businesses. And then push the performance of those products to the max in both usability and 

speed. 

On the journey to accomplishing the mission the following values guide the company: 

• Fair – This is reflected in the relationships we develop, in the product prices and in the products 

design – “what is a fair expectation?” 

• Agile – Our partnerships always adjust our compass so that the delivery truly matches expectancy 

• Strong – Nothing shall determine the company core values to be broken 

• Trustworthy – Corexyz and the built products are always something that can be trusted for stability 

and performance 

XRAY 
XRAY is the first product built from the ground up for companies having at least one warehouse and running 

SAP Business One. The product’s purpose is to offer the same functionality as SAP Business One for certain 

functions useful in the warehouse while running on a device with scanning capabilities. That is why the 

design is quite close to how SAP operates. And that is also why eight functions are built into the software 

only for the Inventory category. 

The way it is built is from the ground up, in close collaboration with enterprises running SAP Business One. 

The purpose of the product is to deliver familiarity, stability and performance as a natural extension of SAP 

into the warehouse. 

If you are already using the system, hope you enjoy it! If you’re planning to, why not give it a go? Join us in 

building the world’s best scanning framework for SAP Business One. 

User Manual 
The manual was written into categories for each component that is part of the solution – server, device and 

SAP Add-on. If you feel that something should be improved or if you just want to say “hi”, the following 

email address can be used just for this purpose: feedback@corexyz.com 

Thank you for your time and interest! 

  

mailto:feedback@corexyz.com
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OVERVIEW 
XRAY is a solution for warehouses that are managed with SAP Business One. It’s like taking the SAP 

functionality with you, in the warehouse, on a scanning device.  

Key Points 
• Operation choices: Seventeen functions available on the handheld, eight just for stock 

management 

• Connected enterprise: Live user management and messaging. Deep connection SAP-to-handheld 

• Latest technologies: Machine Learning integrated in the server component to increase overall 

system speed. The more XRAY is used, the faster it becomes 

• Familiarity: Handheld screens similar to SAP Business One forms 

• Easy: Ease of use, complexity reduced by design 

• Simple Go-Live: Simple to test and register for Go-Live (with just a product key) 

• Fair prices: Pricing matrix is considering the size of business and how many users need the system 

• Smart printing: Label printing and reprinting straight from the handheld on any printer. Also 

dynamic list of printers based on the module that is currently used 

• All modules: Receiving, Inventory Management, Production, Dispatching, Print/Reprint, User 

Management and Messaging 

• Scale with ease: Scale up or down depending on business needs by simply changing the product 

key 

Return of Investment 
The cost of XRAY is reduced to the hardware cost and the software cost. Corexyz supplies the software 

only. Some points to consider when analysing the adoption of XRAY: 

• Time: XRAY is digitizing the warehouse resulting in less time invested for maintaining warehouse 

transactions and stocks or wondering what the warehouse users are doing. Smoother business 

operations. Throughout the business. 

• Accurate stock: Correct SAP warehouse transactions – resulting in correct stocks at any time 

• Less paperwork: Being digital helps a business analyse data faster and more accurate resulting in 

overall better and more informed decisions 

• Money: Investing more time in the important aspects of the business as a result of the time 

economy from using the system means a more efficient and more effective business in the current 

market 

Components 

Server 

• The server component is a web service and a management console 

• The management console allows XRAY to be customized – from specifying what printers are 

available to users, what the screens should display, to user management (XRAY user are separate 

to SAP users and individually configurable) 

Handheld 

• Application running on a scanning device that has Windows Mobile 6 as Operating System 

• The device application communicates with the server component for data transmission 

SAP Add-on 

• The add-on offers LIVE visibility over XRAY user activity 

• Also, from the add-on, XRAY users can receive and respond to messages (straight on the gun) from 

the team manager 
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Requirements 

Server 

• Network Access to SAP Business One version 9.0, 9.1 or 9.2 (SQL Server or SAP HANA) 

• One SAP Business One Professional User 

• Internet Information Services Management Console 

• Crystal Reports Runtime 

• SAP DI API 

Handheld 

• Microsoft Windows Mobile 6.0 or 6.5 

SAP Add-on 

• SAP Business One version 9.0, 9.1 or 9.2 

How to Get 
One can get XRAY installed against a test SAP company for free by sending an email to the following address: 

getxray@corexyz.com and we’ll get in touch with you. 

  

mailto:getxray@corexyz.com
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Modules and Functions 
XRAY allows the following operations to be performed from the handheld scanner, grouped by module: 

• Receiving 

o Goods Receipt PO: Post a Goods Receipt PO document in SAP based on an expected 

Purchase Order as base document (GRPO linked to the PO) 

o Goods Return: Post a Goods Return from a Goods Return Draft document. In case of partial 

return, the draft is automatically updated in the operation to reflect the remaining quantity 

• Inventory 

o Stock Transfer: Add a stand-alone Stock Transfer in SAP 

o Stock Transfer Request: Add a stand-alone Stock Transfer Request in SAP 

o Stock Transfer from Stock Transfer Request: Post a Stock Transfer based on a Stock Transfer 

Request 

o Smart Transfer: Post a Stock Transfer by allowing the system to automatically select the 

highest available quantity and location for the stock movement. Therefore one only has to 

specify what needs to move and where (not required to specify the source). 

o Stock Take: Post a Stock Counting document 

o Stock Finder: Search for stock using four parameters – Warehouse Code, Bin Code, Item 

Code, Batch or Serial Code. In case a parameter is missing, it is just ignored in the search 

and the results will contain all the possibilities, unfiltered for that parameter. In other 

words: one can specify no parameter, one parameter, any grouping of two, any three 

parameters or all four. The Stock Finder can also be used to reprint missing labels. 

o Goods Issue: Add a stand-alone Goods Issue 

o Goods Receipt: Add a stand-alone Goods Receipt 

• Production 

o Issue for Production: Post an Issue for Production document having a base Production 

Order 

o Receipt from Production: Post a Receipt from Production document having a base 

Production Order 

• Dispatching 

o Pick: Pick items into boxes based on a Released Pick List (from Sales Order) and update the 

Pick List to Picked status 

o Pack: Create Delivery Notes (with Packing Slip) from one or more Picked Pick Lists 

• Reprint 

o Item Label: Reprint an item label by searching for it in the database, choosing the label 

format – large or small, printer – from a list, copies – from 1 to unlimited 

o Box Label: Reprint a box label by searching for the pre-processed pick list/order/box 

combination 

o Document: Reprint a Delivery Note document 

• Users 

o User Statuses: See the statuses of all users connected to XRAY, in which module they are, 

and what action(s) they are performing, live. Also, the daily user activity is stored and 

available for viewing/reporting, straight from SAP. This is intended for Management use. 

o Messages: Ability to communicate with the handheld users from SAP. Or in other words, 

SAP and the handheld devices have a live messaging system available. 

 

Note: Next page shows handheld’s application full screen menu and the operation each option facilitates 
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Figure 1 - XRAY On-Screen Menu - Page 1 

 

Figure 2 - XRAY On-Screen Menu - Page 2 
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SERVER COMPONENT 
Overview 
The server contains the XRAY web service and the XRAY Management Console application. The 

management application controls the SAP server(s) and database(s) the XRAY web services should connect 

to and the parameters. This is also the place where XRAY is registered with a valid product key.  

It allows the following: 

• Declare the servers and the databases (as mentioned) 

• Define the XRAY user list and each user’s configuration against each database (PIN and what 

options he has access to) 

• Change the grid columns naming in certain screens from the handheld device 

• Define the printers that should be used in each module where printing is relevant (Receiving, 

Production, Picking and Packing) 

Management Console 
The Management Console itself is PIN-protected. The access PIN is “1234”. Nothing is loaded without 

entering the correct code. The settings are saved encrypted on the server’s disk. 

The usual path where the application is located is: 

C:\inetpub\wwwroot\cx\bin\core.xray.ui.exe 

 

 

Figure 3 - XRAY Management Console 
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Save-on-Change 
One important thing to remember is that throughout the application there is no “Save” button. This is 

because any change is automatically saved and made available via the web service. 

User Management 
Expanding the General section from the console will provide access to the user details. 

 

Figure 4 - XRAY - Database Configuration – General 

 

Figure 5 - XRAY - Database Configuration - General - User Management 

This is where one can define which users have access to the system, what is their PIN (must be unique for 

each user) and what functions they have access to. 
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Module Configuration 
Each module can be configured from the Configuration area. 

 

Each configuration is categorised by module and function. 
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Registering 
The Management console has a hidden entry box at the bottom-right (before the “Check Product Key”) 

button. Hovering with the mouse in that window area will reveal it. Registering the product is just a matter 

of entering (or pasting) a valid product key (received from Corexyz) and pressing the “Check” button to 

verify it. That’s all, job done. 

 

Figure 6 - XRAY Registration with Product Key 
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HANDHELD DEVICE 
Overview 
The handheld application runs on a scanning device running Microsoft Windows Mobile 6.5 and with a 

typical resolution of 240x320. The software communicates with the server component (the web services). 

As a general rule, throughout the application, green buttons submit a transaction or a print request to the 

server, yellow buttons mark a selection or an internal operation (eg. “Save progress”). “Back” buttons 

would go back one screen and “CE” buttons would clear the screen of input. Double-clicking on a line in a 

grid will either – select the line and progress to the next screen or prompt the user for deletion of the line. 

Login 
The first screen the user is prompted with is the Login. The only requested input is user’s unique PIN. 

  
XRAY Login Screen with an active server 

connection 
XRAY Login Screen where the server connection is 

currently down 

Menu 
After a successful login, the user’s menu is displayed with the options selected in User Management.  

  
After login – XRAY Menu Page One After login – XRAY Menu Page Two 
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Receiving 
Receiving has two functions available to address stock coming in and leaving the warehouse back to the 

supplier: Goods Receipt PO and Goods Return. Each function is running against a base document. For Goods 

Receipt PO, the base document is a Purchase Order and for Goods Return, the base is a Goods Return Draft 

document. 

 

Figure 7 - XRAY Receiving Functions 

Each of the two options (Goods Receipt PO and Goods Return) are to be detailed in the following 

sections. 
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Goods Receipt PO  

Goods Receipt PO has four possible screens available to capture the product details upon receiving. The 

label printing screen (Screen Four) is automatically displayed in case of a successful Goods Receipt PO 

document addition in SAP (triggered from Screen Two – Submit). 
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Goods Return  

In case of faulty received products, shortly, the process is as follows: from the office a Goods Return Draft 

is saved in SAP Business One. Then, in the warehouse, the handheld user has the document available for 

processing as a base. One then has to scan the specific items to be returned, using three screens and posting 

the transaction to SAP. In case some of the products are temporarily unavailable or not found, a partial 

return is also possible and then the Goods Return Draft is updated to reflect only the missing quantity going 

forward. In case all the items are returned as the Draft dictates, the Draft is automatically removed upon 

the actual Goods Return document addition. 
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Inventory 

 

Figure 8 - XRAY Inventory Functions 

The Inventory category offers eight individual functions for stock management in the warehouse. 

Stock Transfer  

Function for creating Stock Transfers by specifying where the goods are taken from (From Warehouse, 

From Bin), where are being moved (To Warehouse, To Bin) and which items and how many (Item, 

Batch/Serial and Quantity). 
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Stock Transfer Request  

Function for creating a Stock Transfer Request. The screen is quite similar to the Stock Transfer one, the 

only difference is that the result of the operation, when “Submit” is pressed, is a Stock Transfer Request 

document in SAP. 
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Smart Transfer  

The Smart Transfer automatically selects as “source” the location having the most quantity for what is being 

scanned. This is particularly useful during receiving if everything is received in one place and later moved 

in the warehouse. In cases such as this, the system will automatically know where to take the full quantity 

from, so the user only has to specify the “target” or the destination where the items are moved to. The 

result of the operation is a Stock Transfer in SAP. 
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ST from Request  

Or, in other words, Stock Transfer from Stock Transfer Request. This function helps creating a Stock 

Transfer from a base request document. If the target warehouse is bin managed, the automatically 

selected bin to be used is the warehouse default bin (as set in SAP). 
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Stock Take  

The Stock Take function is used for warehouse stock counting operations. A warehouse (and bin – if the 

warehouse is bin managed) has the stock counted and submitted to the server. It then becomes available 

for viewing in SAP and converted into a Stock Counting document. 

 

 

Note: Please also see Stock Take in SAP ADD-ON section for the second part of the operation, within SAP.  
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Stock Finder  

Stock Finder helps, as the name suggests, find stock. There are four parameters that can be used in any 

combination or can be left empty. Double-tapping on a result displays the data using full screen and from 

there, the user can choose to print a potentially missing label for it, can copy the result to a Goods Issue or 

to a Stock Transfer Screen. 
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Goods Issue  

This function is for when items need to be issued out via a SAP Goods Issue document. All the items for 

issuing are scanned one after the other and, in case the same item (and batch/serial – if managed by 

batches or serials) is scanned then the quantities are aggregated (summed to the previous amount). In case 

the quantity needs to be manually changed, one can click on the quantity cell and change it. Manual 

changes are validated against the maximum available quantity in the source (warehouse / bin). The 

quantities for serial managed items cannot be changed to something other than “1”. 
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Goods Receipt  

The function is used to create stand-alone Goods Receipt documents in SAP. The requested details are the 

destination location where the receival is being done (to warehouse / bin) and the item details (item, 

batch/serial – if managed by batches or serials, and quantity). The quantity automatically increases by 

default by 1 on each scan.  

Manually overriding the quantity (by tapping on the quantity cell) will set a new default increment for that 

item’s scans. Eg. changing the “1” in the image below to “3” and pressing enter will determine the system 

to auto-increase by “3” the next time the same item is scanned. Basically, the manual quantity override 

changes the default increment for the item as well. 
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Production 

 

Figure 9 - XRAY Production Functions 

Issue for Production   

Issue for Production documents are created using the handheld based on a Production Order. The first 

screen would list all the open production orders (that still have quantity to be issued). The second screen 

would list only the items that have Manual issuing set against them (from the line level) and the third screen 

helps capture the specific details regarding the line. Pressing “Submit” from screen two creates an Issue for 

Production document in SAP. 
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Receipt from Production  

Receipt from Production helps create, as the name suggests, a Receipt from Production document in SAP. 

If the entire planned quantity is receipted against the Production Order, the base Production Order 

document is automatically closed and confirmed on the scanning gun. 

When receiving, the system automatically asks if a new label is required after a successful addition. 
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Dispatching 

 

Figure 10 - XRAY Dispatching Functions 

Dispatching consists from Picking and Packing. A Pick List (created against one or more Sales Order 

documents) is used as base for both operations. More details regarding each function in the sections to 

follow. 
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Pick  

As a general rule, the picker decides what stock gets shipped. For the scenario of warehouses managed by 

bins and items managed by batch or serial, SAP will request to allocate batches or serials to the Sales 

Order at the moment of Pick List creation. Choose “Auto Allocate” and the allocated items will be 

automatically de-allocated by the stock chosen by the picker at the time the pick list is updated from the 

device (when “Submit” button is pressed). 
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Pack  

Using the Pack Screen, once a Pick List has been picked (using Pick function) one can create Delivery Notes 

for one or more Pick Lists and thus close the Pick List. There are two lists – the one on the left displays the 

available Pick Lists (the ones that were picked) and the one on the right contains the ones the user chooses 

to pack. Selecting a pick list (by clicking on it) on the left side and pressing “Add to Delivery List” button – 

moves it to the delivery list. A pick list is only displayed in one of the two sides. Therefore if something was 

selected for packing it moves to the right hand list. 

Pick Lists have to be fully picked to be displayed in the Packing module. 

Submit – triggers the addition of Delivery Note documents for all the selected Pick Lists. All the Pick Lists 

that belong to the same customer are added to the same Delivery Note document. In case this is not 

wanted, please select add the pick lists to the delivery list one at a time and press “Submit”. 
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Printing 

 

Figure 11 - XRAY Printing Functions 
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Item Label  

Please note one could also print an Item Label from the Stock Finder option. This current function allows 

for an item to be searched in the entire warehouse in the manner described below. 
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Box Label  

The box labels are printed during Picking stage. If a box label needs to be reprinted then the starting point 

is the pick list the box is associated with. Entering the pick list number in the search box and pressing enter 

will return all the boxes associated with the pick list (association done during the original print, at Picking 

stage). 
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Delivery Note  

The starting screen for document or delivery note printing is only requesting the SAP Delivery Note number 

that needs to be printed.  
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Users 
The Users module consists of two functions: Messages and Statuses. Messages are used to communicate 

with the Manager and Statuses display all the connected users to XRAY using handheld devices.  

This is where the power of a truly connected enterprise comes into play. The whole purpose of the Users 

module is to provide a live connection between the office and the warehouse. The statuses can be seen 

both from the handheld devices (intended to be used by the Warehouse Manager) and also from the office, 

from SAP. The same idea applies to Messages – it is just a quick ability to communicate with the XRAY user 

straight using the scanning device. 

Messages  

Messages – see the messages sent by the Manager using SAP. Please see from the section the Messages 

functionality description for details regarding how the manager is sending the messages. The reply options 

are pre-set and are sent upon clicking on the desired reply. The communication is live. 

 

Figure 12 - Menu Header changes when a message is received 
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Statuses  

Statuses – ability to see all the users that are connected to XRAY with the handheld devices and their 

module, status, last active time. The statuses are only considering the current day. The same functionality 

is also available in SAP – please see User Statuses from the section. 
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SAP ADD-ON 
Overview 
The XRAY Add-on provides three extra forms in SAP that give an oversight of the XRAY users and activities. 

Intended for Management use, the forms display the User Statuses plus action history and Messages – a 

way of communicating directly with the warehouse users (SAP – to scanning device). 

The third form is Stock Take containing the data scanned by the users in warehouse/bin. 

 

Figure 13 - New XRAY Category under Administration 

 

Figure 14 - XRAY Category Options 
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User Statuses 
This screen displays live information gathered from the devices, and it automatically updates the first tab 

(“Statuses”) while open.  

 

Figure 15 - XRAY User Statuses - Statuses Tab 

Action History displays all the actions performed by the users and the search box helps in filtering through 

the messages (by user, action, module, etc). 

 

Figure 16 - XRAY User Statuses - Action History Tab 
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Messages 
The messages form allows the communication between SAP and the devices. The list on the left contains 

the list of users connected to the system and their status and on the right there is the 1:1 communication 

(based on the selected user on the left). 

 

Figure 17 - Messages Default Screen 

Sending a message to “jay” will determine the device (that Jay is using) to change the notification bar. The 

“Read” column (last column from the communication section on the right) is automatically updated when 

one of the users reads the sent message. 

 

Figure 18 - Message communication with XRAY users 
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The device user can quickly reply using predefined answers as buttons. And the message will arrive in 

SAP. 

 

Figure 19 - Message communication with XRAY users (reply) 
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Stock Take 
The data collected using the handheld device – function “Stock Take” is available for viewing and actioning 

in SAP, under Stock Management - Stock Transactions - Stock Counting Transactions - Stock Take (*new 

form). 

 

Figure 20 - Stock Take option in SAP Business One Menu 

 

Figure 21 - Stock Take Form 

The grid on the left displays the warehouse Stock Takes performed by the XRAY handheld users that fall 

within the entered date range. It shows relevant information like: 
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• The date of the Stock Take addition 

• The name of the XRAY user that added the Stock Take 

• The warehouse and the bin where the stock was counted. If the warehouse is not bin managed 

then the bin column remains empty 

• Done – to mark the stock take as copied to a stock counting 

• Ignore – to mark the stock take as “ignore” in cases where it has to be retaken 

On the right hand side the details of the selected Stock Take are loaded: 

• List of items including scanned batches or serials and their counted quantity 

• Against the counted quantity the SAP quantity is displayed (for the same warehouse/bin) 

• The variance column is the subtraction (counted minus expected). Depending on the sign of the 

operation, the cell changes background to red for negatives (something that was expected was not 

counted) and green for positives (an extra item was counted in the warehouse/bin). Zero variance 

cells are grey 

The form also has eight buttons: 

• Refresh – near the date range filtering, pressing it triggers the refresh of the Stock Take list 

• Mark as IGNORE / Mark as UN-ignore – marks the Stock Take as “Ignore” – for cases when the Stock 

Take has to be redone, re-executed in the warehouse 

• Mark as DONE / Mark as UN-done – marks the Stock Take as done – eg. after being copied to a 

Stock Counting users can mark the Stock Take as “handled” or “done” 

• Copy to Stock Counting – performs a UI automation and auto-populates the Stock Counting form 

with the same data. The Stock Counting form is then left in “Add mode” so that the SAP user can 

verify and change the data before saving it 

• Show all data / Show only scan data – button to switch everything that was scanned and also 

everything from SAP in that particular location 

• Edit Quantities / Read-only Quantities – allows the “Counted Quantity” column to be edited before 

copying the stock take to a stock counting 

• Copy to Clipboard – copies all the data from the “details grid” to the Windows Clipboard. It can 

then be pasted outside of SAP, eg. Microsoft Excel 

• Close – closes the form 

 

Figure 22 - Stock Take Form - Copy to Stock Counting 
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Configuration 
The Configuration Form (available from the main SAP menu – Administration – XRAY – Configuration) offers 

the possibility of adjusting the settings of two automated forms: User Statuses Form and Messages Form. 

All the settings are automatically saved upon Configuration Form closing. 

User Statuses Form 

Because the User Statuses Form refreshes by itself automatically, the auto-refresh interval can be 

controlled from here. 

 

Figure 23 - Configuration - User Statuses Form 

Messages Form 

The Messages Form also automatically updates and communicates with the server web services to transmit 

messages towards the handheld users. This is how the auto-refresh interval can be controlled and also the 

server configuration set. 

The URL has the following pattern: http://serverIP/CX/user/Submit/ 

Where, the “serverIP” from above should be replaced with your server IP. In the image below, it is 

“localhost” because the screenshot was taken from a testing environment. It should normally be the server 

IP where the XRAY web services were deployed. 

The web services PIN needs to be a valid PIN of an XRAY user (configured using User Management from 

the   

http://serverip/CX/user/Submit/
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SERVER COMPONENT section) so that the add-on can also use the web services and is granted access. 

 

Figure 24 - Configuration - Messages Form 

Device Login 

The Device Login Tab allows for users to unlock their PINs in situations where the a logout wasn’t done on 

a handheld. This can be caused by various situations such as: device ran out of battery while the application 

was running, unexpected error causing the application to crash, etc. 

 

Figure 25 - Configuration - Device Login 
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Figure 26 - Hanheld Login Form - User already logged in 

To reiterate, for situations where the device responds to a PIN entry with “The entered PIN is already logged 

in”, following a situation as previously mentioned, this tab can be used to unlock the “trapped” PIN. 

Another possibility is to wait for the PIN to be automatically unlocked – there is a cycle on the server that 

refreshes all the locks. Depending to individual deployment/setup this happens usually once every four 

hours. 
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Pick Lists 
Pick Lists have two additional functionalities: 

• Pressing SHIFT+F2 in the “Picker” field will trigger a formatted search that displays all the available 

XRAY users that can be associated with the Pick List. If this assignment is done then only the 

assigned user will see the document on the scanning device (in the Pick module). If left empty or a 

value that is not recognized as a valid device user then the Pick List will be visible to all scanning 

devices (in Pick module). 

• Pick Order from the Pick List Lines can be used (or left empty) to change the order of the lines on 

the scanning devices. If left empty, then the default Pick List line order is used. If the order is 

entered, using values such as “1”, “2”, etc then the new sort is considered when loading the data 

on the devices. 

 

Figure 27 - Pick List Form 
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Formatted Searches 
Using Formatted Search Queries, the handheld user that created or updated a document in SAP can be 

displayed in a User Defined Field of choice. The table below lists all the possible formatted searches that 

can be added in SAP as described to various documents. 

The formatted search setup has to be “Refresh Regularly” based on field “Document Number” for each of 

the below. 

# Form Formatted Search 
1 Goods Receipt 

PO 
select top 1 U_User from [@cxad] where U_ObjType = 20 and U_DocNum = $[$8.0.0] 

2 Goods Return select top 1 U_User from [@cxad] where U_ObjType = 21 and U_DocNum = $[$8.0.0] 

3 Stock Transfer select top 1 U_User from [@cxad] where U_ObjType = 67 and U_DocNum = $[$11.0.0] 

4 Stock Transfer 
Request 

select top 1 U_User from [@cxad] where U_ObjType = 1250000001 and U_DocNum = 
$[$11.0.0] 

5 Goods Issue select top 1 U_User from [@cxad] where U_ObjType = 60 and U_DocNum = $[$7.0.0] 

6 Goods Receipt select top 1 U_User from [@cxad] where U_ObjType = 59 and U_DocNum = $[$7.0.0] 

7 Issue for 
Production 

select top 1 U_User from [@cxad] where U_ObjType = 60 and U_DocNum = $[$7.0.0] 

8 Receipt from 
Production 

select top 1 U_User from [@cxad] where U_ObjType = 59 and U_DocNum = $[$7.0.0] 

9 Pick List select top 1 U_User from [@cxad] where U_ObjType = 156 and U_DocNum = $[$6.0.0] 
order by U_Date desc 

10 Delivery Note select top 1 U_User from [@cxad] where U_ObjType = 15 and U_DocNum = $[$8.0.0] 

 

Pick List - Pickers 

To retrieve the possible pickers (XRAY Users) that can be entered as Picker in SAP, the following query can 

be used as a formatted search: 

select distinct U_User as [XRAY Users] from [@cxud] order by U_User 
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